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1. INTRODUCTION

High βN plasmas with q and pressure profiles ranging from Hybrid to ITB shapes ( min q from 1 to

above 2) have been explored in JET experiments on advanced regimes. Various instabilities were

observed, including ideal-like modes with toroidal Number n = 1 [1] and Tearing Modes (NTMs)

with m/n = 2/1, 3/2, 4/3, up to n = 6. In the hybrid regime in particular, modes with 3 < n had

detrimental effects on confinement, and a large part of the experimental effort was spent to reach

relatively stable conditions with only n ≥ 3 modes [2]. Furthermore, the n = 1 mode was the main

obstacle to the prolongation of high βN phases, when this parameter was pushed towards the

maximum value in each regime [3, 4]. The n = 1 mode at high βN  featured some characteristics in

common with the Resistive Wall Mode (RWM), i.e. initial slow growth in the absence of magnetic

reconnection, and some others in common with energetic particle modes, like the possible occurrence

in the form of fishbone-like bursts.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE N = 1 MODE

Spectrograms of magnetic coils signals revealed three different kinds of n = 1 modes, namely

continuous oscillations at frequencies corresponding to bulk plasma rotation, fishbone-like bursts

and broadband activity. The continuous oscillation has m = 2 dominant poloidal number and grows

at first without reconnection (see next section). Bursts have similar structure, which leads to identify

them as q = 2 fishbones. Similar results from DIII-D and JT-60U were reported in [5, 6]. The

broadband activity occurs around the top frequency of fishbone bursts. Fig.1 shows that fishbones

occur at min q around 2 and the highest βN values are reached at 1 qmin. In this range stable and

unstable points are mixed; furthermore, the instability appears in many cases while βN is constant,

showing that βN is not an absolute stability parameter. Fig.2 shows that some separation between

stable and unstable points is given by the ion diamagnetic frequency

with more unstable points at higher ω*pi.

3. RADIAL STRUCTURE OF THE N = 1 MODE

The radial structure of temperature perturbations has been analysed using 48 fast channels from the

Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) diagnostic. Phase profiles were extracted from cross-spectral

density with a reference magnetic signal [1]. The slope of phase profiles gives information on the

poloidal harmonic composition of the mode. The dominant harmonic was m = 2, while a secondary

m = 1 component was detected in the central region at qmin ≈ 1. Most important, magnetic islands

can be detected from π-jumps between nearby channels. Modes considered in this paper grow to a

significant fraction of the saturation amplitude without developing any magnetic island; this is the

main characteristic that distinguishes these instabilities from the 2/1 NTM [7]. Figure 3 displays

phase evolution in radius and time. No island is detected during the first 0.2s of mode growth, i.e.

at this stage the mode has kink-like structure. A π-jump (red-blue transition in the color map)

develops between 0.2 and 0.4s. During this mixed kink-tearing stage the phase of ECE channels

ω∗pi = - (n/eN) dPi/dψ ≈ - (m/rB) dTi[eV] /dR
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that detect the island changes progressively (see green trace in Fig.3d) implying that the tearing

component has a phase lag with respect to the kink one [1]. One possible explanation of this phase lag

is that the island is formed in consequence of forced reconnection [8] driven by the kink displacement.

4. AMPLITUDE EVOLUTION AND BALLOONING STRUCTURE

During the non-reconnecting stage the mode structure is similar to that of kink modes that disrupt

discharges with very peaked pressure profile (P0/〈P〉 ≈ 7) but, in these H-mode plasmas with moderate

pressure peaking P0/〈P〉 < 4), the mode growth is slow. The blue trace in Fig.4 shows mode amplitude

from a magnetic coil on the Low Field Side (LFS). Signal growth is compatible with an exponential

with γ = 10s-1 ; saturation occurs in 0.2s. Spikes before t = 6.3s are q = 2 fishbones (in this case the

continuous mode starts just after a fishbone, but in many other cases there is no coincidence with

any possible trigger event). The red trace in Fig.4 shows signal from a coil on the High Field Side

(HFS) having nearly the same radial distance from the magnetic axis as the other coil. At first the

mode has ballooning character, in fact the HFS signal is much smaller than the LFS one. After

island formation (vertical dashed line), the ballooning asymmetry gradually disappears.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The experimental findings can be summarized as follows

1) The n=1 mode features a non-reconnecting stage

2) The mode has strong ballooning character during this stage

3) The growth rate is quite small

4) The mode frequency is much larger than the inverse wall time, ωτwall ≈ 102

5) Plasmas with larger ω∗pi tend to be more unstable

The initial absence of reconnection implies that the mode can not tap energy from the magnetic

field. The remaining possible energy sources are thermal pressure gradient and fastparticles pressure

gradient. The latter could play a relevant role as in these experiments the suprathermal pressure

fraction typically was of 30%. Furthermore, the existence of q = 2 fishbones indicates that, at least

in some conditions (i.e. qmin ≈ 2), fast particles can drive the mode. The dispersion relation relevant

for both fishbones and RWM is of the form [9, 10]

(1)

where δWb (δWk) are fluid (kinetic) energy perturbations and K represents plasma inertia. The r.h.s.

is dominant for the quasi-static RWM, but in this case its contribution is non negligible only if the

l.h.s. gives neutral stability. In the relevant frequency range, δWw (ω) has negative contributions both

from thermal ions [11] and from precession resonance of fast trapped ions; the necessary condition for

instability Re δWw (ω) + δWb < 0 can then be satisfied if δWb is not too large [9]. A progressive

decrease of δWb (due to profiles evolution) could explain the instability onset at constant beta.

The role of fast particles is less clear for the continuous mode. The concentration of unstable

cases at higher ω*pi (Fig.2) could be due to the fact that the shear-Alfvén continuum accumulation

- iK(ω) + δWk ( ) + δWb = O(1/ τwall),
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point K (ω ≈ ω*pi) = 0 [9] meets stronger fast-ions resonance effects. In alternative, since higher

ω*pi is associated with stronger pressure gradient, ideal instabilities of the infernal type could be

excited. Further analysis is needed to resolve this point.

In conclusion, the observed n = 1 mode can be more unstable than the RWM, as it does not

require global no-wall ideal instability, nor it is damped by plasma rotation.
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Figure 1: βN at instability onset (maximum attained value
for stable discharges) versus minimum q from MSE
diagnostic.

Figure 2: βN at instability onset (maximum attained value
for stable discharges) versus ω

*
 at mid radius. Data are

selected with triangularity δ>0.25, qmin<1.5 and presence
of ELMs.
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Figure 3: Phase evolution and profiles at the n = 1 mode frequency (9kHz) with m = 2 baseline subtracted. a) Profile
during the nonreconnecting stage. b) Profile after full reconnection. c) Full radius-time map. d) Phase evolution at
three radii. Arrows point to times of profiles and radii of time traces in the full map.

Figure 4. Low and high field side magnetic field
perturbation. The dashed line marks island formation
time. θ is coil poloidal location with respect to the
magnetic axis.
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